Abstract: Linear optimization has been exhaustively used for resource conservation and network design/planning. The primary assumption facilitating the use of linear optimization is that traffic is assumed to be deterministic, which in reality is not the case. In the domain of optical networks, the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem for provisioning lightpaths or optical circuits is well known and is solved using constrained linear optimization. However, with emerging service requirements such as Triple Play, Video-on-Demand (VoD) and Pseudo-Wire Edge-to-Edge Emulation (PWE3), the optimization involves stochastic parameters for dynamic service provisioning. Alternate solutions to lightpath communication that solve the paradox between maximizing dynamism as well as maintaining high-efficiency are proposed. In the electronic domain, solutions such as Resilient Packet Rings (RPR) and Next Generation Packet-Over-SONET (NG-POS) have been considered. Conversely, in the all-optical domain light-trails, have been proposed as a solution to meet requirements of these emerging services. Optimal allocation of resources and subsequent network design is not possible using traditional linear programming approaches due to the time-variant nature of traffic and architectural properties of these optical and electronic solutions. Stochastic optimization -a technique that assumes probabilistic nature of traffic is a promising approach for planning and allocation of resources in a network. This paper discusses application of stochastic optimization to high-speed alloptical networks, in particular, to the emerging concept of lighttrail networks. Light-trails are a generalized lightpath that enable dynamic sharing of a wavelength leading to efficient network utilization. A stochastic formulation for design of lighttrail networks in metropolitan rings is presented. A simpler (tractable) formulation is also developed using a quantization hypothesis that restricts the solution space. The formulation is then abstracted to the well known Bender's decomposition method for solving stochastic optimization problems. The formulation is evaluated under varying traffic conditions. Results are obtained and compared with linear optimization. Cost savings in terms of network equipment (transponders) is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lightpath [1] communication represents the first generation of pragmatic optical networking in the metro and core environments. A lightpath is an end-to-end optical circuit that connects a source-node to a destination-node enabling full wavelength granularity. Assigning wavelengths (colors) and routing lightpaths optimally is a well known NP-complete problem called the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem [2] . Due to the fixed granularity of lightpaths, and emerging sub-wavelength granular needs, lightpath communication alone is insufficient/sub-optimal to cater to dynamic emerging services such as, Triple-Play, Video-onDemand (VoD), Pseudo-Wire Edge-to-Edge Emulation (PWE3) and Voice over IP (VoIP) . A popular approach to alleviate this problem is to electronically groom traffic into a lightpath either at a source node and then allow intermediate dropping/adding of tributaries using SONET/SDH technologies or Resilient Packet Rings (RPR -IEEE 802.17) technology. The advantage of SONET/SDH and RPR is the ability to maximally utilize a wavelength by providing electronic grooming capacities. Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) grooming in SONET/SDH and the resultant Packet-over-SONET/SDH (POS) concept is popular with carriers worldwide [3] . The requirement of OptoElectro-Opto (OEO) grooming and protocol dependence presents two significant drawbacks in SONET/SDH and RPR networks.
The protocol dependence and high equipment cost (due to OEO) has been a strong source of motivation for researchers to consider all-optical grooming mechanisms. Light-trails have been proposed as an alternate solution for efficient traffic grooming, dynamic bandwidth provisioning using affordable, and evolutionary network equipment [4] . Graphically, a light-trail is a shared wavelength optical bus that is dynamically provisioned through an out-of-band control channel. Nodes can time-share a light-trail and hence provision sub-wavelength granular needs, as desired by emerging services. Time-sharing of bus-bandwidth is done by provisioning of connections over the bus. There is no wavelength reuse within a light-trail, though two or more lighttrails can be set up on the same wavelength if they are graphically disjoint. The all-optical architecture and timesharing property enables traffic requests to be queued and provisioned through connections in a light-trail.
The logical topology created by light-trails in a WDM network presents an interesting optimization problem. The problem involves two aspects: suffice every traffic request with the minimum number of light-trails provisionedtranslating to maximizing the utilization in the provisioned light-trails. Further, the minimization must take into consideration uncertainties in traffic while adhering to service statistics of every request. The optimization problem of lighttrail networks has been considered using linear techniques in [5] , [6] and [7] where traffic is assumed to be known in advance (deterministic). However, when we observe that traffic in practice is dynamic and uncertain then the linear optimization technique is not accurate. Hence to accurately model the problem we apply stochastic optimization technique in this paper.
In Section II we describe the basic light-trail architecture and build the case for stochastic optimization. Section III formulates the stochastic optimization problem for light-trails and proposes a novel method for forecasting traffic within the bounds created by the light-trail architecture. Section IV presents preliminary numerical results related to simulation of the stochastic optimization model while Section V concludes the paper. 
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II. LIGHT-TRAILS AND ASSOCIATED OPTIMIZATION
A light-trail is a generalization of a lightpath such that multiple nodes can take part in communication along the path. In a light-trail, nodes communicate with each-other by establishing time-differentiated connections. Connections over a light-trail can be set up and torn-down dynamically through an out-of-band control channel. The first and last nodes of the bus (between which the signal is regulated) are called convener and end-nodes (see Fig. 1 ). Typically, every lighttrail is provided with a controller node that arbitrates md facilitates dynamic connection provisioning. Nodes that support a light-trail have three architectural properties (shown in Fig. 2 ) called drop and continue, passive add and out-ofband control. With the help of these three characteristics, a light-trail network is able to support spatial sub-wavelength grooming, dynamic provisioning and optical multicasting yet using low-cost and mature technology.
While, setting up and tearing down of a light-trail involves optical layer switch configuration (and is called hardprovisioning), the setting up and tearing down of connections over a light-trail does not require any optical switching (and is called soft-provisioning) [4] . Connections time-share the lighttrail bandwidth. Data is electronically buffered at each node, and is transmitted into the light-trail when the controller grants a connection request to a requesting node. The hardware that supports connection provisioning constitutes of an electronic buffer, a data-processor and burst-mode (transceiver) optics (for fast turn ON/OFF) called trailponder/burstponder described in [8, 4] .
Applying RWA problem to light-trail networks has been studied in [5] [6] [7] . The problem can be reduced to Bin Packing [9] and hence shown to be NP-complete. The problem can be defined as follows: for a given network graph and a given traffic matrix, find the optimum set of light-trails so as to maximize the net network utilization (of light-trails) or inversely minimize the number of wavelengths (or light-trails) in the network. Light-trails are assumed to be bins and traffic is assumed to be objects of different sizes that require to be placed in the least number of bins. The objects are however assumed to be of fixed (known) size during the course of optimization. Fig. 2 Light-trail node architecture and control processing [14] One of the primary assumptions is that the traffic is known a priori and the optimization is subsequently performed. If we however consider that the traffic itself is dynamic, and we seek to establish the least number of lighttrails for this traffic over a period of time, then the problem is that of finding out several instances of the optimization, in which each instance is separated by the next one as the traffic varies.
A second drawback in the linear optimization model is that there is no correlation between the set of light-trails formed between two successive iterations of optimization hence leading to an overall sub-optimal solution (from a cost/equipment perspective over a period of time). This is because without correlation, there would be a large volume of light-trail provisioning -tearing down/setting up of light-trails implying that a large stock of network equipment (transponders, trailponders etc) is required and is often left unused. Further the absence of correlation between successive instances of the optimization problem results in loss of time in provisioning light-trails. This means the optimization must take into account the set of light-trails over a period of time, and not just at an instance of the optimization.
To solve the problem of optimization given the uncertainty in traffic arrival as well as to reduce the penalty incurred as a result of switching (setting up/tearing down) light-trails, we apply the stochastic optimization technique. Stochastic optimization potentially can take into account the variability of network traffic while performing optimization. Stochastic optimization allows modeling of associated uncertainty leading to a robust solution that eventually enables cost minimization.
To the best of our knowledge stochastic optimization has never been applied to network capacity planning and design problems. Literature is available however on application to location management problems [10] in a networking context. We now model the light-trail design problem in terms of a constrained stochastic optimization.
III. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE LIGHT-TRAIL PROBLEM AS A STOCHASTIC LINEAR PROGRAM
In this section we apply the stochastic optimization technique to light-trail WDM ring networks. The optimization is based on a multi-stage model reducible to a two-stage model. The stages involve computation of an optimal solution followed by estimation and recourse that takes future uncertainties into consideration. The method of computing future traffic values is probabilistic (assuming that traffic follows a certain distribution). By associating probabilities to future traffic values and then eliminating weaker probabilities we develop an estimation method called CI (confidence interval) method that eliminates weakly probable traffic values leading to a tractable problem. These values are then plugged into the well known Bender's decomposition [14] method to solve the stochastic optimization problem.
In order to formulate the stochastic optimization problem for light-trails in a WDM ring network, we define the following set of conventions and variables: Network Variables: Let N be the number of nodes in a ring network. Let 2 denote the number of wavelengths in a fiber. Then 2N(N-])*2 represents the maximum number of lighttrails that can be formed in a 2-fiber WDM ring network. Let C denote the capacity (in bits/sec) of a light-trail. Let L denote the set of all possible light-trails from which we define Lk(t): Let T be the traffic matrix of which T (t) denotes the instance of traffic subjected onto the network (at time t), and hence T (t) is of size ]xN2. 
The size of W(t) is of the order of 2 i N(N-1) xN(N-] ).
Stochastic variables:
We discretize time into intervals of duration a, such that a represents the time between two successive iterations of optimization (light-trail assignment). The value of a is chosen such that a is large enough to have feasible assignments (enable successful creation/deletion of a light-trail while maintaining good efficiency) and small enough, such that the queueing penalty incurred is less than the allowable service latency. A good choice [14] of a for metropolitan type ring networks is 3 ms for traffic line-rates at 10 Gbps per light-trail and types including provisioned voice, video and data services.
A connection m has traffic value defined by T (t), such that o < Tm (t) < C. The value that the connection assumes has a known traffic distribution (currently assumed to be either Poisson or Pareto [11] [12] . Hence computation of gradients at plausible (feasible) points in the polytope is intractable. It is however possible to compute subgradients at an ingress point (present time) which serves as an aid in forecasting future traffic values. Subgradients are used to compute holding lines that circumscribe the traffic distribution function (as shown in Fig. 3 ). However, this method leads to an countably infinite number of holding lines. Further each holding line will intersect with our next optimization iteration (future time -next ingress point) leading to an infinite number of possible traffic values. Each holding line has an associated probability (of occurrence). To reduce the number of holding lines to a finite (tractable) set, we use the CI method to eliminate less-likely holding lines. The remaining (likely) holding lines are plausible values of traffic that we desire to consider during the next step (iteration) of optimization. This process shown in Fig. 4 is described subsequently.
Using subgradient theory we estimate the values that the traffic can take after a time interval a. Let the traffic on We graphically explain the meaning of the subgradient at point xo in Fig. 3 . Shown in the figure, the red lines at point xo correspond to straight lines (holding lines) satisfying (4) where g denotes the corresponding sub-gradient at xo.
Let G be a set of sub-gradients at point (to, f(to)). Then From the set of holding lines f we are able to compute the value that connection m would take at time t and these traffic values are denoted by Tm(t). To compute, Tm(t) we simply check for the intersection of the constituent holding lines (f) with the time of the next iteration (t) as shown in Fig. 4 . The number of plausible intersections is denoted by /3' (t). From (4) (5) where 0 is a positive real number and a is the length of the interval. 0 is analogous to a Confidence Interval (CI) and hence this method of choosing restricted values from the set of /3 (t) is called CI method.
Note that as a increases the lower bound O/ai.e permissible probability (as shown in (5)) decreases and the number of selected values increases. This is crucial because it is consistent with the requirement that a larger number of traffic values should be considered for stochastic optimization when we have a larger iteration interval (a). Similarly, as 0 increases, the bound on the allowable probability increases and the number of selected values decreases. We can assign appropriate values to 0 and a to obtain a good estimator set Tm (t) for the traffic on connection m at time to + a.
Based on the CI method just explained we now formulate stochastic optimization problem: The objective function is represented as:
Capacity Constraint The total traffic on a light-trail should be less than the capacity C of a light-trail. Z Zk (t)Wkm (t)Tm (t) < C Vk (7) Traffic Constraint
Each flow in the matrix T(t) is assigned to an existing light-trail.
Traffic Constraint: E Zk (t)Wkm (t) = 1, for Vm k (12) Delay Constraint: ajW_(t)=1M,(k) < AVVm (13) We further define Y(t) as a vector of size ]xN(N-1)*22 representing the light-trail assignment for the specific scenario c K2. The elements of the vector y (t)are then obtained as: (8) 
The average delay incurred by the connection while waiting in the queue prior to being provisioned in a light-trail should be less than the allowable delay A\ Where Am is the maximum permissible delay for connection Tm. This condition is denoted by: aWk,n(t)=I Mt(k) <A Vm (9) Where aWk (t)=1Mt (k) denotes the delay experienced by a connection m when provisioned through a light-trail k, such that the delay is less than the permissible delay Am with the additional constraint that there are Mt(k) other connections provisioned over the same light-trail at time t. Solving the Stochastic Optimization Problem:
The optimization begins with computing the traffic value and the set of optimal light-trails at start up time tcurrent, using the objective function (6). We then find a new set of light-trails at time tcurrent + aconstrained by minimizing the costs associated with setting up new light-trails. This involves a two-stage recourse model as follows: Stage 1: Obtain a set of light-trails for the traffic at time tnext= tcurrent + a using the traffic value projected by the CI method and the set of light-trails at time tcurrent. For each connection m we have / (t) forecasted values possible, denoted by the set Tm(t) at time t. The set Tm(t) gives us all the traffic scenarios possible, which we desire to consider as part of our CI method at time t=to + a tnext. In the set Tm(t), each scenario is represented by a c Q where, cois mapped onto the set of scenarios Q2 [10] and the mapping is based on an associated probability pa). The formulation is then abstracted to Bender's decomposition method [13] for solving the stochastic optimization problem and is shown below: Objective function: miniLTZ (t) + p, (t)LY (t) + ... + p (t)LTY (t)] Through (10)- (16) we formulate the light-trail optimization problem as a constrained stochastic formulation. This can be solved using stochastic solvers such as FortSP or exhaustive iterative methods (for small node counts). We present results of our optimization for small sized (metro) networks in the next section.
IV. NUMERICALS
A C++ based exhaustive iterative optimization module was developed to evaluate the performance of the twostage stochastic optimization model for light-trail WDM ring networks. We assumed a single fiber, 4-node ring network with 2 wavelengths. The traffic flow values at the nodes were assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with parameters { (1, 5.3), (2, 4.2), (3, 5.0), (4, 7. 3)} respectively. We assume a to be a user defined variable, and is typically set at 3 ms; the time required to set up a new light-trail.
As part of the simulation, three performance metrics are investigated: average utilization (computed as the average time each light-trail was busy in transmission), second stage costs (computed as the additional resources required to satisfy the actual traffic after initial optimization) and total number of light-trails created for both the linear formulation as well as the stochastic optimization.
Working distribution -the probability with which the traffic would take a certain feasible value. In our case, the probability distribution for the choice of the most likely , values is assumed to be random and the choice is subject to the CI conditions. The stochastic optimization procedure then takes into consideration the extrapolated values and reconfigures the set of light-trails to meet these extrapolated requirements. The linear optimization in contrast, assumes that the traffic is always known -a priori, and the optimization process is carried about subsequently by solving (10)-(16) .
Naturally, the number of light-trails present in case of linear optimization would be expected to be lesser than those present in corresponding instances of the stochastic optimization process. However, due to the ability of the stochastic optimization technique to take into consideration future traffic values -uncertainty, the net switching in terms of light-trails set up and torn down would be lesser than the net switching in the linear programming model. This is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The net switching cost, corresponds to the capital expenditure (transponders) required at each node to suffice traffic demand.
In the stochastic model the total number of light-trails are greater than in the linear optimization model implying that the average utilization in the stochastic optimization model is lower than that in the linear optimization model and is shown in Fig. 7 as well as Fig. 8 for different values of 6/a (CI).
Also shown in Fig. 9 as well as in Fig. 10 The resultant of our CI method used in the stochastic optimization is that, the second stage costs for 6/a=0. V. CONCLUSION Linear optimization has long been used as a constrained optimization technique for designing networks with the assumption that traffic is deterministic. A practical case in networks is when traffic is uncertain and at its best is described as probabilistic (following a certain distribution). An optimization technique that considers the uncertain nature of traffic is called stochastic optimization, which we apply in this paper to high-speed networks. Due to high costs associated with optical networking equipment we apply the stochastic optimization technique to optical networks, in particular to all-optical networks which can efficiently and dynamically provision next generation services. An example of such a dynamic and efficient optical networking paradigm is the light-trail approach. We develop a stochastic formulation for light-trail WDM ring networks. We propose methods to probabilistically compute traffic and further reduce the size of the computational problem by proposing a method called the confidence interval method that eliminates lesslikely traffic scenarios. The optimization problem is then abstracted to the well known Bender's decomposition model and is subsequently solved. Preliminary results for small sized networks are also presented.
